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■on top of the other. Leave no outlet for the top colony ; the bees will

then unite by gnawing • through the paper, and by the time this is

accomplished they will have become friendly. . It may be advisable to

make a few small nail-holes in the paper to give them a lead down.

Mats. — See . that all hives are supplied with good mats. In the

■colder parts of the Dominion it is advisable to have two or three on

top of the frames. These should be cut so as to fit neatly inside the

hive, covering the frames without protruding over the edges of the hive.

Ordinary grain-sacks make very good mats. Excellent winter mats can

be cut from old carpets, provided they are well cleaned before using.
Where the winter is very severe it is an advantage to place two sticks

across the centre of the frames about 2 in: apart, under the mat. This

will allow the bees a warm passage to all- frames during extremely
cold weather.

Watertight Covers. — It is of great importance to ensure that all

covers are rainproof. Nothing is so detrimental to successful wintering
as allowing the hives to become damp. The present excessive price of

zinc will prevent the general use of this excellent material for covering
the roofs. A good economical plan to cure a leaky roof is to give it a

thick coat of paint, cover it with calico, cheesecloth, or similar material,
and then apply another coat of paint over this.

HIVE RECORDS.

Every apiarist should keep a register for the purpose of recording
the condition of each hive. . These records should be entered up each
time the hive is opened. If this is done it will save endless time and

worry in trying to recollect which hive requires attention. An excellent

plan for colonies which require early attention is to use small pieces of
coloured cardboardred for preference. To each of these is attached a

small loop of string. A tack can be driven in the front or back of the

hive, and the label hung on this. The cards' can be readily seen in the

apiary, and are a constant reminder to the beekeeper that such colonies

require "help. Notes may be pencilled on the card. For instance, a

hive on the verge of starvation could be tagged
“ S.O.S.” (short of

supplies). This would be a distress signal, that no beekeeper could fail

to respond to. Should the hive be queenless it could be marked “

— 0.”

(minus queen), or
“ D.L.” (drone-layer). Each apiarist could' mark

according to his own ideas. Such tags, however, should only be used

for urgent cases, otherwise the beekeeper, through familiarity, may get
into the habit of neglecting the warning sign.

VITICULTURE.

By S. F. ANDERSON, Vine and Wine Instructor.

WINE-MAKING HINTS.

The stage of wine-making embracing the crushing and vatting of the

grapes will now be over. It is during this period and the subsequent
rackings and separation from the lees and other matter that the good
keeping and general excellence of the wine is affected. The bulk of
lees in wines made from grapes of low sugar-content is just as great as


